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Abstract:
Background:
Technical-tactical training has been shown to be relevant to performance in a competition. In this regard, several studies have analysed the
efficiency of technical-tactical dynamics in combat sports. However, these researchers have mainly focused on technical efficiency, and therefore
more research is needed regarding tactical efficiency. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there are no published experiential studies on
Ultimate Full Contact.
Objective:
This brief review will analyse the theoretical basis of technical-tactical behaviour for training application in Ultimate Full Contact, characterising
the modality under cognitive and dynamic-ecological approaches. This knowledge can be transferred and applied to similar modalities, such as
Pankration, Free Fight, Shooto, and Mixed Martial Arts (MMA).
Conclusion:
The theoretical technical-tactical knowledge created through competition is essential because it is the only way that improvement in the training
process can occur. Ultimate Full Contact is characterised as a combat sport of special complexity and intermitent intensity, where the technicaltactical factors are decisive for the performance while the physical component can be a conditioning factor. A careful regulation between technicaltactical training load and physiological load is essential to obtain adjustable adaptations. Both cognitive and dynamic-ecological approaches should
be considered based on the respective training models.
Keywords: Combat sports, Ultimate full contact, Pankration, mma mixed martial arts, Free-fight, Technical-tactical, Cognitive and dynamicecological approaches, Training methods, Styles, Combat distances.
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1. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Ultimate Full Contact was established in 1988 by the
World Ultimate Full Contact (WUFC). It is a combat art with a
special complexity based on Pankration and it has been
significantly influenced by Taekwondo, Boxing, Muay Thai,
American Full Contact, Kickboxing (i.e., striking combat
sports) and Submission Grappling (i.e., skills from sambo,
wrestling and jiu jitsu, among other close fights) [1 - 3]. The
striking combat sports mentioned are developed over three or
more rounds of two or three minutes each, spaced by one* Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Sports Sciences,
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minute breaks [3 - 7] and the submission grappling combat
sport are developed in one round of six, eight, ten or twenty
minutes [8]. While the Ultimate Full Contact is developed over
one round of ten minutes (1 × 10 min), where techniques
adapted from all mentioned combat styles are presented [9].
This results in a higher variability of technical-tactical
dynamics, implying a greater variety of efforts [10 - 14]. It
resembles Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) (i.e., modality
developed from vale tudo), which is also composed of striking
and submission grappling actions, with specialised techniques
from traditional combat styles [15 - 18]. Like other hybrid full
contact combat sports (e.g., MMA), Ultimate Full Contact is
characterised as an intermittent sport in terms of technicaltactical and energetic resources, which combines stand-up
fighting with ground fighting [1 - 3, 9, 19]. The fights are
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developed under the context of high variability,
unpredictability and tenacity with high volitional effort due
power strikes and takedowns of great amplitude, where the
knockout (KO) may happen at any moment [1, 3]. In this
context, in addition to performance constraints (i.e., physical,
psychological, socio-affective), technical and tactical capacities
are determinants and are decisive in performance [1, 3]. In fact,
according to the literature, in complex sports such as combat
sports or collective sports, it is only through technical-tactical
training that all other skills are developed [20]. Furthermore, a
previous research with fighters and coaches from different
martial arts and combat sports (i.e., full contact, taekwondo,
boxing, ultimate full contact, pankration, free-fight, MMA,
wrestling, judo, Muay Thai, karate, Jiu jitsu) has highlighted
that technical-tactical skills and psychological capacities are
the most important dimensions for performance [1]. In
addition, it is known that the technical-tactical performance in
competition is linked to contextualised training practice [21 24]. Therefore, the theoretical knowledge that is acquired
through practice and then scientifically analysed is a
determinant means to develop the coach’s skills and the
fighter’s performance, improving the scientific-training
intervention and the fighter’s development [1]. Observation of
the fighter’s dynamics in the competition is recommended
because it allows us to obtain representative knowledge for
contextualised practices [15, 16, 25 - 33]. However, the
literature describes that technical-tactical analysis determines
references for contextualised training programs that are
adapted to the requirements and regulations of a specific
combat sport [4, 34, 35]. In fact, the fighters have been shown
to have different profiles of perceptual-motor performance in
distinct combat sports [36], even in the same modality, while
the regulations modifications imply distinct technical-tactical
dynamics [37]. In this reasoning, it is understandable that (for
example) trying to make an armlock in a context where only
submission grappling is allowed is very different from a
context where it is also allowed to strike; or punching when the
rules allow only punching is very different if the rules also
allow kicking or grappling. In addition, most of the current
technical-tactical studies in combat sports result from
modalities of different characteristics, whose competitions
rules allow a restricted number of skills when compared to
Ultimate Full Contact, such as in Olympic taekwondo WT
(World Taekwondo) where essentially leg techniques are used;
in boxing where only punches are allowed; in kickboxing,
karate, and taekwondo ITF (International Taekwondo
Federation) where only punches and kicks techniques are
authorised; or in wrestling, judo, and Jiu jitsu, where only
submission grappling skills are allowed. Consequently, the
preparation for different competitive rules requires an objective
and specific assessment [38 - 40].
Although review concerning to technical-tactical dynamics
in the Ultimate Full Contact is necessary, through a previous
research it was understood that experiential studies are not
published. Consequently, this review adopted an inclusion
criteria that considers studies carried out in similar modalities
(i.e., hybrid full contact combat sports) or in other full contact
combat sports studies with great focus on the present
investigation. The present review highlights the technical-
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tactical performances in hybrid combat sports. It is also our
intention to know more about cognitive and dynamicecological approaches that are associated with combat sports.
To search for relevant publications, the main databases were
used (e.g., Web of Science, Scopus, and PubMed). Articles
published in all years and in English, Spanish or Portuguese
were considered. Primary keywords were used to search
(“combat sports” or “martial arts”) with a second keyword
(“ultimate full contact”, “pankration”, “free-fight”, “mma
mixed martial arts”, “shooto”, vale tudo) and a third keyword
(“technical-tactical”, “cognitive”, “dynamic-ecological”,
“skills”, “fighting outcome”, “distances”, “offensive”,
“defensive”, “counteroffensive”, “attack”, “counter-attack”,
“styles”). All articles without a focus on the investigation were
excluded. In total, 43 articles were considered to be relevant.
However, only 16 articles specifically analyse technicaltactical dynamics in hybrid combat sports, especially in MMA.
2. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Previous investigations that analysed the technical-tactical
performance help to understand the success of the best fighters
[41, 42] because the development of technical and tactical
capabilities maximises success in competition [43]. However,
the physiologic approach can be a conditioning factor for
technical-tactical functionality, especially regarding the
variation in the intensity of fights [19, 44, 45]. It is known that
striking is more associated with high-intensity regime with an
alactate or alactic power system, while in contrast submission
grappling is more associated with low-intensity regimes with
glycolytic power supply system [44]. Therefore, the necessity
to regulate the load of technical-tactical training with the
physiological load to obtain adjustable adaptations, combining
and articulating single techniques with combinations
techniques becomes clear. This is a set of varied and
differentiated skills that must remain interrelated as one of the
basic conditions in combat [46], with the aim to dominate the
opponent through offensive, counteroffensive and defensive
actions, searching for the fight outcome by knockout KO,
technical knockout TKO, submission or decision [1, 3, 9]. The
analysis of technical-tactical actions can help us to understand
their different effect on the outcomes, and this way regulate
their application through the fights [9, 47 - 49]. In addition, the
fight outcomes are related with contextualised practices [49].
Thus, the fight outcome by KO/TKO and submission are more
related with striking and grappling actions during ground
fighting, while outcomes by decision are more related to standup striking [49]. In other studies analysing only grappling style
in combat, it is reported that the fight outcomes by KO/TKO,
submissions, or score decisions (i.e., unanimous and split)
demonstrated technical-tactical pattern. In particular, grappling
showed lower frequency attempts with KO/TKO, ground
grappling showed higher frequency attempts related to
submission outcomes, while stand grappling showed higher
frequency attempts related to score decisions [43]. This seems
to indicate that different styles are adopted by the fighters and
that this may have an influence on the outcome of the fight.
However, successful motor actions require accurate motor
control to promote fast adaptations to spatiotemporal
variations, and to maintain distances and control over the
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opponent with anticipated and adjusted attacks with increased
frequency [15, 50]. In fact, the winners showed a higher
frequency of strikes, submission, and positional improvements
over the losers, as well more self-regulation actions through the
rounds, with a significant increase of submission and
strangulation attempts at the last round, which gives them high
control over the losers [32]. In this field, the striking
combinations should be used at a distance. During the clinch,
the attacks must be combined with takedowns. In particular, if
the fighter is at a disadvantage in the stand-up fighting to his
opponent, then he must keep in ground fighting, attempting to
end the fight by submission techniques, preferably by choke
skills [16]. At a distance, the fighters use free
movements/actions without grips, where the skills are
characterised by full contact strikes (i.e., kicking, punching,
knee and elbow striking) [19, 42 - 51]. In fact, there is a high
technical variability, where strikes must be powerful and
precise without being exposed to the opponent [16]. At clinch
and ground combat, the fighters use submission grappling
skills (i.e., grips, takedowns, chokes and joint locks) [51], and
ground striking (i.e., ground and pound) [1, 52]. The decisionmaking by stand-up fighting or ground fighting is a tactical
characteristic that depends on the fighter or the context [42, 48,
53]. This consists of an interaction individual-context, which
refers to the interrelation between the fighter and the
environment, to act in accordance with the opportunities (i.e.,
affordances) [54]. These opportunities result from the
interaction of both fighters as a dynamic-ecological approach.
The fighters perceive the opportunities to attack or defend into
one interpersonal synergy, and success depends on the ability
of their actions to take advantage of the context instability or
stability [55]. However, a review by the same author [55],
reported that it is the expert fighters who can accurately
perceive the limits of action [55]. In addition, the perceptualcognitive expertise to quickly perceive, interpret and act in
advance (i.e., anticipation) to the opponent’s actions is a
fundamental skill in combat sports [56]. This facility to capture
information is more likely to be found in expert fighters [56].
In fact, a general superiority of perceptual-cognitive skills is
demonstrated by the expert fighters [57]. This is in line with
the cognitive tactical reasoning, where the experience obtained
through repeated practice is a fundamental factor to improve
the fighter’s perception, accurate technique, and decisionmaking [58, 59]. Systematic repetition automates the actions,
works the memory, and increases the capacity of perception
and discernment for correct decision-making and precise
actions [58]. In this sense, the technical development is based
on the evolution of coordination capacity, which requires a
pedagogical progression in coordinative complexity as a
recommended method for its efficiency [1, 60]. In fact, the
hybrid combat sports, such as Ultimate Full Contact, are
characterised by a special complexity and they require a high
degree of cognitive processing under volitional effort to make
appropriate decisions from numerous possible resources, and to
define strategies and distances in search of opportunities to
attack and counterattack with precision and power [1]. This
appropriate decision-making requires a perceptual-cognitive
expertise to enable the fighters to perceive and act accordingly
(i.e., perception-action), considering the fighting distance,
attack progression, and the opponent’s reactions [56].
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CONCLUSION AND TRAINING SUGGESTIONS
Technical-tactical studies in specific hybrid combat sports
are scarce or even nonexistent (e.g., Ultimate Full Contact,
Pankration, Free Fight, Shooto, Vale Tudo, and MMA), and the
few that exist were developed in MMA. However, tactical
abilities such as fighting distances, fighting styles and the
development of offensive, counteroffensive and defensive
dynamics require further investigation given their importance
for performance during the fight. In this review, the technicaltactical theoretical basis of Ultimate Full Contact has been
identified as a hybrid combat sport of special complexity and
intermittent structure in technical-tactical and physiological
aspects, combining single actions with combination actions of
different intensities. These are a set of variety technical-tactical
actions that aim to overcome the opponent.
The fights take place in contexts of high unpredictability,
variability, and tenacity, with stand-up fighting and/or ground
fighting, where fighters are characterised by stand-up-strikers,
ground strikers and submission grapplers, according to their
techniques and tactical behaviours. A stand-up fighter is one
who keeps the distance (long or short) using extent full contact
strikes (i.e., kicks and straight punches—jab, cross and back
fist) or short strikes (i.e., knees, elbows and short
punches—hooks and uppercuts); the ground strikers and
submission grapplers are those who keep the close distance
with clinch and grips, aiming to takedown the opponent and
end the fight using chokes, joint locks, or ground and pound,
respectively.
To be successful in combat, the ultimate full contact
fighters need to develop a high and varied technical-tactical
repertoire and qualities in their actions, such as anticipation,
quick perception and interpretation, spaciotemporalsynchronisation and adaptation, adequate decision-making,
automation, context adaptability, timing, seizing opportunities,
unpredictability,
distance
measurement,
balance,
displacements, efficiency, precision and power.
We suggest that the training process, through both stand-up
and ground fighting skills, should be developed based on the
cognitive and dynamic-ecological models because this will
ensure that the combat actions are safe, correct, adequate,
precise and at the same time spontaneous, representative and
creative (e.g., intercalate analytical and integrated training
methods through systematics technical-tactical repetitions oneto-one and formal or limited and fractional sparring).
According to the literature, in complex sports such as combat
sports or collective sports, technical-tactical training enables all
other skills to be developed (i.e., physical, psychological and
socio-affective). Consequently, the load of technical-tactical
training should be regulated with the physiological load to
obtain adjustable adaptations (e.g., practice technical exercises
under interval or intermittent training).
It is also important to highlight that the ultimate full
contact training is a complex process, transversal coach-athlete,
that is guided by scientific principles (i.e., methodological,
biological, and pedagogical). Thus, the theoretical basis of
technical-tactical behaviour is essential and useful information
for coaches who wish to optimize their methodologies,
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intervention capacity, and who wish to give feedback to
improve the fighter’s performance.
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[7]
[8]

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
To create a new trend of investigation, and to respond to
the gaps identified in the literature, future research may focus
on better understanding the technical-tactical behavioural
dynamics. Consequently, we suggest to analyse that the
fighter’s behaviours in the competitive contexts of Ultimate
Full Contact (i.e., efficiencies of long distance, short distance,
close distance related with styles stand-up striker, ground
striker, submission grappler; attacks preparation or counterattacks related with its time responses; fights outcomes
methods; offensive dynamic efficiency, counteroffensive
dynamic efficiency and defensive dynamic efficiency). These
technical-tactical demands can help to develop technicaltactical fighting strategies in Ultimate Full Contact. They are
also useful for coaches who wish to create training programs
and exercises to optimise the fighter’s performance. In
addition, the results of these suggested studies will be based on
specific and representative knowledge obtained through a
hybrid combat sport, which will be able to be extrapolated to
similar modalities (e.g., Pankration, Free-Fight, Shooto or
MMA).
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